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DETAILED ACTION

Status of Claims:

Claims 1-2, 4-11, 13, 15-20, and 22-24 are pending in this Office Action.

Claims 1, 7-9, 20, and 23-24 are amended.

Claims 3 and 14 are cancelled.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1-11, 13-20, and 22-24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Warren (US 2003/0204612 A1) in view of Lozinski (US 5,623,695 A).

Claim 1

Warren teaches a method comprising:

searching for at least one device based on a content type (Paragraph [0024] "A

web services protocol is a protocol that may allow a web service to be published,

located, and invoked over a network, although any other and/or additional functions may

be supported by the web services protocol" and paragraph [0053] In one embodiment,

database 236 stores device information 254. In a particular embodiment, device

information 254 identifies each network element 108 in system 100 and the device type
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of each network element 108. For example, each network element 108 may

communicate using at least one communications protocol, and network elements 108

may be divided into groups or device types based on the communications protocol used

by network elements 1 08);

detecting the at least one device (See figure 4, number 404 "identify network

element");

detecting a protocol associated with each device (See figure 4, number 406

"identify communications protocol");

matching the detected protocol with a protocol translator module; and using the

protocol translator module to translate a command formatted in the protocol into a

translated command (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device command" and

paragraph [0020] "In a particular embodiment, manager 102 communicates using a web

services protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates between the web services

protocol and the protocols used by network elements 108. This may allow manager 102

to communicate with different network elements 108 using a common protocol").

Warren fails to teach wherein the translated command is formatted in a common

application programming interface, wherein the common application programming

interface is a single application programming interface that is configured to be used by a

plurality of applications.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program
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can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 2

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 1 , further

comprising searching for the device from a plurality of devices based on a device

identifier (paragraph [0065] "Device identifier").

Claim 3

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 1 , further

comprising searching for the device from a plurality of devices based on a content type

(paragraph [0065] "Device identifier" and "Other and/or additional information may be

included in identification information 352 without departing from the scope of the present

invention").
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Claim 4

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 1 , further

comprising searching for the device from a plurality of devices based on a device type

(paragraph [00703] "Device type identifier").

Claim 5

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 1 , further

comprising searching for the device from a plurality of devices based on a device's

availability (paragraph [0065] "Device identifier" and "Other and/or additional information

may be included in identification information 352 without departing from the scope of the

present invention").

Claim 6

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 1 , further

comprising searching for the protocol translator module (paragraph [0070] "Abstraction

device 206 identifies the communications protocol used by the identified network

element 108 at step 406. This may include, for example, command translator 234 using

device information 254 and/or device type information 256 in database 236 to identify

the communications protocol").

Claim 7

Warren teaches a system comprising:
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means for searching for at least one device based on a content type (Paragraph

[0024] "A web services protocol is a protocol that may allow a web service to be

published, located, and invoked over a network, although any other and/or additional

functions may be supported by the web services protocol" and paragraph [0053] In one

embodiment, database 236 stores device information 254. In a particular embodiment,

device information 254 identifies each network element 108 in system 100 and the

device type of each network element 108. For example, each network element 108 may

communicate using at least one communications protocol, and network elements 108

may be divided into groups or device types based on the communications protocol used

by network elements 108);

means for detecting the at least one device (See figure 4, number 404 "identify

network element");

means for detecting a protocol associated with each device (See figure 4,

number 406 "identify communications protocol");

means for matching the detected protocol with a protocol translator module; and

means for using the protocol translator module to translate a command formatted in the

protocol into a translated command (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device

command" and paragraph [0020] "In a particular embodiment, manager 102

communicates using a web services protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates

between the web services protocol and the protocols used by network elements 108.

This may allow manager 102 to communicate with different network elements 108 using

a common protocol").
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Warren fails to teach wherein the translated command is formatted in a common

application programming interface, wherein the common application programming

interface is a single application programming interface that is configured to be used by a

plurality of applications.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 8

Warren teaches a method comprising:

searching for at least one service based on a content type (Paragraph [0024] "A

web services protocol is a protocol that may allow a web service to be published,

located, and invoked over a network, although any other and/or additional functions may

be supported by the web services protocol" and paragraph [0053] In one embodiment,
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database 236 stores device information 254. In a particular embodiment, device

information 254 identifies each network element 108 in system 100 and the device type

of each network element 108. For example, each network element 108 may

communicate using at least one communications protocol, and network elements 108

may be divided into groups or device types based on the communications protocol used

by network elements 1 08)1

detecting at the least one service (See figure 4, number 404 "identify network

element");

detecting a protocol associated with each service (See figure 4, number 406

"identify communications protocol");

matching the detected protocol with a protocol translator module; and using the

protocol translator module to translate a command formatted in the protocol into a

translated command (See figure 4, number 41 4 "translate device command" and

paragraph [0020] "In a particular embodiment, manager 102 communicates using a web

services protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates between the web services

protocol and the protocols used by network elements 108. This may allow manager 102

to communicate with different network elements 108 using a common protocol").

Warren fails to teach wherein the translated command is formatted in a common

application programming interface, wherein the common application programming

interface is a single application programming interface that is configured to be used by a

plurality of applications.
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However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 9

Warren teaches a method comprising:

searching for a specific device from a plurality of devices based on a content type

(Paragraph [0024] "A web services protocol is a protocol that may allow a web service

to be published, located, and invoked over a network, although any other and/or

additional functions may be supported by the web services protocol" and paragraph

[0053] In one embodiment, database 236 stores device information 254. In a particular

embodiment, device information 254 identifies each network element 108 in system 100

and the device type of each network element 108. For example, each network element

108 may communicate using at least one communications protocol, and network
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elements 108 may be divided into groups or device types based on the communications

protocol used by network elements 1 08);

detecting the plurality of devices wherein each unique device communicates

using a corresponding protocol (See figure 4, number 404 "identify network element");

displaying an indication of each device if a protocol translator module is matched

with the corresponding protocol (See figure 4, number 406 and 412, "identify network

element" and "Map information"); and

translating a command formatted in the corresponding protocol into a translated

command (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device command" and paragraph [0020]

"In a particular embodiment, manager 102 communicates using a web services

protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates between the web services protocol and

the protocols used by network elements 108. This may allow manager 102 to

communicate with different network elements 108 using a common protocol").

Warren fails to teach wherein the translated command is formatted in a common

application programming interface through the protocol translator module, wherein the

common application programming interface is a single application programming

interface that is configured to be used by a plurality of applications.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).
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It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 10

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising detecting the corresponding protocol from each device (See figure 4,

number 406 "identify communications protocol").

Claim 11

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising storing the protocol translator module (paragraph [0052], "Database 236

may include any hardware, software, firmware, or combination thereof suitable to store

and facilitate retrieval of information. Database 236 may store any suitable information

used by abstraction device 206 to perform command translation or other functions" and

paragraph [0054], "Database 236 may also store device type information 256. Device

type information 256 may, for example, identify each device type in system 100, the

communications protocol used by each of the device types, and any other suitable

information about the device types").
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Claim 13

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising searching for a specific device from the plurality of devices based on a

device identifier (paragraph [0065] "Device identifier").

Claim 14

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising searching for a specific device from the plurality of devices based on a

content type (paragraph [0065] "Device identifier" and "Other and/or additional

information may be included in identification information 352 without departing from the

scope of the present invention").

Claim 15

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising searching for a specific device from the plurality of devices based on a

device type (paragraph [00703] "Device type identifier").

Claim 16

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 9, further

comprising searching for a specific device from the plurality of devices based on a

device's availability (paragraph [0065] "Device identifier" and "Other and/or additional
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information may be included in identification information 352 without departing from the

scope of the present invention").

Claim 17

Warren teaches a method comprising:

identifying a plurality of protocol translator modules wherein each protocol

translator module is associated with a unique protocol; storing a list representing the

plurality of protocol translator modules (paragraph [0052], "Database 236 may include

any hardware, software, firmware, or combination thereof suitable to store and facilitate

retrieval of information. Database 236 may store any suitable information used by

abstraction device 206 to perform command translation or other functions" and

paragraph [0054], "Database 236 may also store device type information 256. Device

type information 256 may, for example, identify each device type in system 100, the

communications protocol used by each of the device types, and any other suitable

information about the device types");

displaying an indication of each device having a device protocol that is

compatible with one of the plurality of protocol translator modules in the list(See figure

4, number 406 "identify communications protocol"); and

translating a command formatted in the device protocol into a translated

command (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device command" and paragraph [0020]

"In a particular embodiment, manager 102 communicates using a web services

protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates between the web services protocol and
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the protocols used by network elements 108. This may allow manager 102 to

communicate with different network elements 108 using a common protocol").

Warren fails to teach wherein the translated command is formatted in a common

application programming interface through one of the plurality of protocol translator

modules, wherein the common application programming interface is a single application

programming interface that is configured to be used by a plurality of applications.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 18

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 17, further

comprising searching for additional protocol translator modules (paragraph [0052],

"Database 236 may include any hardware, software, firmware, or combination thereof
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suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of information. Database 236 may store any

suitable information used by abstraction device 206 to perform command translation or

other functions").

Claim 19

The modified Warren teaches the method according to claim 18, further

comprising updating the index in response to the searching for additional protocol

translator modules (paragraph [0052], "Database 236 may include any hardware,

software, firmware, or combination thereof suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of

information. Database 236 may store any suitable information used by abstraction

device 206 to perform command translation or other functions").

Claim 20

Warren teaches a system comprising:

a first device configured for operating using a first protocol; a second device

configured for operating using a second protocol; and a protocol translation layer

configured for searching for a first protocol translation module corresponding to the first

protocol and for searching for a second protocol translation module corresponding to

the second protocol (paragraph [0006] "The apparatus further includes a plurality of

protocol converters, each operable to receive at least one device command, translate

the at least one device command from a first protocol to a second protocol, and

communicate the at least one device command to one or more network or non-network
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device elements. At least two of the protocol converters are operable to translate the at

least one device command into different second protocols"), wherein the protocol

translation layer is configured to translate a first command formatted in the first protocol

into a command (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device command" and paragraph

[0020] "In a particular embodiment, manager 102 communicates using a web services

protocol, and abstraction device 106 translates between the web services protocol and

the protocols used by network elements 108. This may allow manager 102 to

communicate with different network elements 108 using a common protocol"), the first

protocol translation module and second protocol translation module stored in a list

representing a plurality of protocol translator modules ([0049] "Command translator 234

may receive commands 240 and translate and/or reformat commands 240 into one or

more device commands 248 suitable for use by network elements 108. For example,

command translator 234 may receive a command 240, access database 236 and/or an

asset manager 246, and identify the network element 108 associated with command

240. Command translator 234 may also access database 236 and identify one or more

device commands 248a and 248b (referred to collectively as device commands 248)

that invoke the function requested by command 240 in the identified network element or

elements 108. Command translator 234 may further use the information stored in

database 236 to map information contained in command 240 into the appropriate

positions or fields in device commands 248. In addition, command translator 234 may

communicate each device command 248 to a protocol converter 238 that

communicates with a network element 108 using the appropriate protocol" and
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paragraph [0052] "Database 236 stores and facilitates retrieval of information used by

abstraction device 206 to perform command translation and other functions. Database

236 may include any of a variety of data structures, arrangements, and/or compilations

suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of information").

Warren fails to teach a plurality of applications configured for operating through a

single, common application programming interface; wherein the translated command is

formatted in the single, common application programming interface for use by one of the

plurality of applications and to translate a second command formatted in the second

protocol into a command formatted in the single, common application programming

interface for use by another one of the plurality of applications.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".
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Claim 22

The modified Warren teaches the system according to claim 20, further

comprising a presentation layer configured for displaying the first device after locating

the first protocol translation module (paragraph [0032] "Abstraction device 106 may

include any hardware, software, firmware, or combination thereof for facilitating

communication between components of system 100");

Claim 23

Warren teaches a network protocol translation system comprising:

a processor that executes a plurality of run time processes (paragraph [0032]

"Abstraction device 106 may include any hardware, software, firmware, or combination

thereof for facilitating communication between components of system 100");

wherein the processor enables at least one of the run time processes to

communicate via a first network protocol by executing a first translation module that

translates between the first network protocol; and wherein the processor enables the at

least one of the run time processes to communicate via a second network protocol,

different from the first network protocol, by executing a second translation module that

translates between the second network protocol and the application programming

interface (See figure 4, number 414 "translate device command" and paragraph [0006]

"The apparatus further includes a plurality of protocol converters, each operable to

receive at least one device command, translate the at least one device command from a

first protocol to a second protocol, and communicate the at least one device command
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to one or more network or non-network device elements. At least two of the protocol

converters are operable to translate the at least one device command into different

second protocols"), further wherein the first translation module and second translation

module are stored in a list representing a plurality of protocol translator modules ([0049]

"Command translator 234 may receive commands 240 and translate and/or reformat

commands 240 into one or more device commands 248 suitable for use by network

elements 108. For example, command translator 234 may receive a command 240,

access database 236 and/or an asset manager 246, and identify the network element

108 associated with command 240. Command translator 234 may also access

database 236 and identify one or more device commands 248a and 248b (referred to

collectively as device commands 248) that invoke the function requested by command

240 in the identified network element or elements 108. Command translator 234 may

further use the information stored in database 236 to map information contained in

command 240 into the appropriate positions or fields in device commands 248. In

addition, command translator 234 may communicate each device command 248 to a

proiocol converter 238 that communicates with a network element 108 using the

appropriate protocol" and paragraph [0052] "Database 236 stores and facilitates

retrieval of information used by abstraction device 206 to perform command translation

and other functions. Database 236 may include any of a variety of data structures,

arrangements, and/or compilations suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of

information").
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Warren fails to teach wherein the processes use only a single application

programming interface for network communication; wherein the first translation module

translates to a single application programming interface; and wherein the second

translation module translates to a single application programming interface for network

communication.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Claim 24

Warren teaches a method, executed on a computing platform, comprising the

acts of:
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executing a plurality of run time processes (paragraph [0032] "Abstraction device

106 may include any hardware, software, firmware, or combination thereof for

facilitating communication between components of system 100");

enabling at least on of the run time processes to communicate via a first network

protocol by executing a first translation module that translates between the first network

protocol; and enabling the at least one of the run time processes to communicate via a

second network protocol, different from the first network protocol, by executing a second

translation module that translates between the second network protocol (See figure 4,

number 414 "translate device command" and paragraph [0006] "The apparatus further

includes a plurality of protocol converters, each operable to receive at least one device

command, translate the at least one device command from a first protocol to a second

protocol, and communicate the at least one device command to one or more network or

non-network device elements. At least two of the protocol converters are operable to

translate the at least one device command into different second protocols"), wherein the

first translation module and second translation module are stored in a list representing a

plurality of protocol translator modules ([0049] "Command translator 234 may receive

commands 240 and translate and/or reformat commands 240 into one or more device

commands 248 suitable for use by network elements 108. For example, command

translator 234 may receive a command 240, access database 236 and/or an asset

manager 246, and identify the network element 108 associated with command 240.

Command translator 234 may also access database 236 and identify one or more

device commands 248a and 248b (referred to collectively as device commands 248)
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that invoke the function requested by command 240 in the identified network element or

elements 108. Command translator 234 may further use the information stored in

database 236 to map information contained in command 240 into the appropriate

positions or fields in device commands 248. In addition, command translator 234 may

communicate each device command 248 to a protocol converter 238 that

communicates with a network element 108 using the appropriate protocol" and

paragraph [0052] "Database 236 stores and facilitates retrieval of information used by

abstraction device 206 to perform command translation and other functions. Database

236 may include any of a variety of data structures, arrangements, and/or compilations

suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of information").

Warren fails to teach wherein the processes use only a single application

programming interface for network communication; wherein the first translation module

translates to a single application programming interface; and wherein the second

translation module translates to a single application programming interface for network

communication.

However, Lozinski teaches in Column 1 lines 50-54 "a data processing system in

which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" in order that "an application program

can select at any particular time which of the facilities to communicate with using the

interface" (Column 1 lines 56-58).

It would have been obvious to one or ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to create the invention of Warren to include "a data processing system in
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which an application program can communicate with two or more system facilities via a

programming interface common to the facilities" as taught by Lozinski in order that "an

application program can select at any particular time which of the facilities to

communicate with using the interface".

Response to Arguments

3. Applicant's arguments filed 03/27/2009 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

The applicant has argued that Warren does not teach searching for the device

from a plurality of devices based on a content type. The examiner disagrees. In

Paragraph [0024] Warren teaches "A web services protocol is a protocol that may allow

a web service to be published, located, and invoked over a network, although any other

and/or additional functions may be supported by the web services protocol".

Furthermore in paragraph [0053] Warren teaches "In one embodiment, database 236

stores device information 254. In a particular embodiment, device information 254

identifies each network element 108 in system 100 and the device type of each network

element 108. For example, each network element 108 may communicate using at least

one communications protocol, and network elements 108 may be divided into groups or

device types based on the communications protocol used by network elements 108".

The examiner asserts that the applicants searching for a device based on a content
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type reads upon Warrens locating utilizing information wherein network elements may

be divided into groups or device types based on communication protocols.

The applicant has additionally argued that Warren does not teach identifying a

plurality of protocol translator modules wherein each protocol translator module is

associated with a unique protocol and Warren also does not teach storing a list

representing the plurality of protocol translator modules. The examiner disagrees. In

Paragraph [0049] Warren teaches the "Command translator 234 may receive

commands 240 and translate and/or reformat commands 240 into one or more device

commands 248 suitable for use by network elements 108. For example, command

translator 234 may receive a command 240, access database 236 and/or an asset

manager 246, and identify the network element 108 associated with command 240.

Command translator 234 may also access database 236 and identify one or more

device commands 248a and 248b (referred to collectively as device commands 248)

that invoke the function requested by command 240 in the identified network element or

elements 108. Command translator 234 may further use the information stored in

database 236 to map information contained in command 240 into the appropriate

positions orfields in device commands 248. In addition, command translator 234 may

communicate each device command 248 to a protocol converter 238 that

communicates with a network element 108 using the appropriate protocol" and

paragraph [0052] "Database 236 stores and facilitates retrieval of information used by

abstraction device 206 to perform command translation and other functions. Database
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236 may include any of a variety of data structures, arrangements, and/or compilations

suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of information". Warren teaches that the

"database 236 may include any of a variety of data structures, arrangements, and/or

compilations suitable to store and facilitate retrieval of information", of which the

applicants list reads upon, in order to "facilitates retrieval of information used by

abstraction device 206 to perform command translation and other functions".

Conclusion

4. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to FARHAD ALI whose telephone number is (571)270-

1920. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru Friday, 7:30am to

5:00pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Jeffrey C. Pwu can be reached on (571) 272-6798. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Examiner, Art Unit 2446

/Jeffrey Pwu/
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2446


